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LESSON 1 UNIT 9Get sporty!

1. Look and write the correct names.

2. Complete the chart.

a)  Mike is the tallest of the group.
b)  John is the shortest of the group.
c)  Mary is the thinnest of the group.
d)  Lucy is the most intelligent of the group.

a)  strong - stronger than  -         the strongest

b)  lazy   - ________________ - ________________

c)  fast   - ________________ - ________________

d)  good  - ________________ - ________________

e)  thin   - ________________ - ________________

f)  heavy   -  ________________  - ________________
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1. Write the missing letters and match.

2. Complete with the superlative form of the verbs in brackets.

LESSON 2

 _ _ m _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ r

 _ _ _ _ _ i _ _

 _ _ r _ _ _

a)  The elephant is _______________________ animal in the jungle. (heavy)

b)  Mr. Vasquez is ________________________ teacher in the school. (good)

c)  My brother is _________________________ of my family. (tall)

d)  The blue car is ________________________ car of the competition. (slow)

e)  Charles is ____________________________ player of the team. (thin)

f)  Math is _______________________________ subject for me. (easy)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

the heaviest
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1. Look and make superlative sentences using the words 
    from the box according to you.

2. Listen and circle the correct picture.

LESSON 3

a)  Golf is _______________ sport 
in the world for me.

b)  Math is _______________ 
subject  for me.

c)  Swimming is _______________ 
sport in the world for me.

d)  History is __________________ 
subject  for me.

a)  ........ is not heavier than the hippo.

b)  ........ is the most intelligent student in the classroom.

c)  Soccer is the most popular sport in ........

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

boring - easy - difficult - exciting

Jeff Ali Daniela
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Look, read and answer.

LESSON 4

a)  Which is the thinnest animal in picture 1?

  ____________________________________
 
b)  Which is the tallest animal in picture 1?

  ____________________________________

c)  Which is the fastest animal in picture 1?

  ____________________________________

 d)  Which is the most intelligent animal in 
   picture 1?

   ____________________________________

a)  Who is the youngest person in picture 2?

     ____________________________________

b)  Who is the oldest person in picture 2?

     ____________________________________

c)  Who is the thinnest person in picture 2?

     ____________________________________

d)  Who is the fattest person in picture 2?

     ____________________________________

The snake is the thinnest animal in picture 1

30 16

5
22

1

2

Paul
Joe

Tina

Sally
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1. Read and match.

2. Now, it’s your turn.

LESSON 5

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

b)

c)

Why did you go to the 
swimming pool?

Because it’s the most 
difficult subject.

Why are you tired? Because I played soccer 
all day.

Why don’t you like math? Because it’s the most 
interesting subject.

Why do you like English? Because it was very hot.

Do you like tennis?  _______________________________

Why? / Why not?   _______________________________

Do you like baseball? _______________________________

Why? / Why not?   _______________________________

Do you like basketball? _______________________________

Why? / Why not?   _______________________________

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Having funLESSON 6

1. Complete with the superlative form of the adjectives  
    from the box, then color.

fat - strong  - thin - funny - young

Here comes the circus!
Here is Mr. Paul. He’s
______________ man 

     in the world!

And here we have 
_______________

artists in the circus!

Presenting... Mrs. Dotty,
 she is _____________
   woman on earth!

See ______________
 clown in the world!

Mr. Thinny is ______
_________ man in

      the world!
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LESSON 7

Put the pictures in order, write 1 - 5.

The allis

Read and write their names. 

1. Plik is taller than Plok but shorter tan Pluck.

2. Pluk is taller than Plok but shorter than Plek.

3. Plak is the tallest.

4. Plok is the shortest.

5. Plek is shorter than Plak but taller than Pluk.

plek

Read and color. 

a) The tallest alien is green.

b) The blue alien is next to the red alien.

c) The yellow alien is next to the green alien.

d) The shortest alien is red.

e) The purple alien is next to the blue alien.

 f) The blue alien is between the red and the purple
    alien.
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RevisionLESSON 8

1. Circle the correct answer.

2. Complete with the correct comparative or superlative    
    form of the adjectives in brackets.

a) Susan’s hair is _____________________ than Betty’s. (short)

b) Table tennis is _____________________ than tennis but badminton is the  

 ____________________. (easy)  

c) French is _________________________ than English, but Chinese is the   

 ____________________ language. (difficult)

d) “Airforce One” is the __________________ film I have ever seen. (interesting)

e) Hot dogs are ________________________ than hamburgers. (good)

f) Tennis is _____________________________ than skiing, but football is the  

 ______________________ sport. (popular)     

This dress is ___________.
1.  most elegant
2.  the elegantest
3.  the most elegant

They are _________ friends.
1.  better
2.  best
3.  goodest

She has _________ diamond.
1.  the expensivest
2.  the most expensive
3.  the most expensivest

She is ___________ girl.
1.  the most beautiful
2.  the beautifulest
3.  the more beautiful

He is __________ athlete.
1.  the most heavy
2.  the most heaviest
3.  the heaviest

Baseball is _______ sport for him.
1.  more exciting
2.  the excitingest
3.  the most exciting 

a) d)

b) e)

f)c)


